


Be&liv was established in Helsinki in 2012.
Our aim is to bring the poetry back to everyday life

with beautifully engineered design objects.
Every detail is thought-through to offer the

highest quality contemporary design.

Our designers work with the nature of the material to create
contemporary forms with the most precise

manufacturing techniques.

Each object is beautifully flat packaged to make the
perfect gift. Flat packages are a sustainable choice for

the environment, since they take less room to
store and transport.

 Thanks to clever engineering, all the items are easy to
assemble, without tools or special equipment.

Poetry in precision



Designer Ilkka Suppanen: 
“Sometimes just one modest 
flower says more than a big 
bouquet”



One
Flower vase

One is a flower vase that compliments 
the delicate beauty of a single flower. 

Designed by Ilkka Suppanen.

Colors: 24k gold, copper, black crome
Size: 20x15cm

Quartet is an expression of traditional minimalistic 
design in Nordic form.

Designed by Ilkka Suppanen.

Colors: 24k gold, copper, black crome
Size: 25x21cm

Quartet
Candelabra





Blossom can be used as either a table lamp or a ceiling pendant lamp.
It is a statement piece even with the light off.

Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: 24k gold, white with silver, black with silver 
Size: 20x23cm 

Blossom  is a tea-light holder that casts a captivating shadow and sparkles 
with light. Its simple form and perforation creates a mesmerizing ambiance.

Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: 24k gold, copper, white with gold,
white with silver, black with silver, black with gold

Size: 10x8.5cm

Blossom
Tea-light holder

Blossom
Lamp



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: 
“Blossom explores the flexible character 

of metal to create organic patterns of 
light and form” 



Palea Tall
candle holder

Palea’s curved shapes can be used with several different
types of candle styles and is available in two sizes.

Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: 24k gold, copper, white with silver, black
Size: Palea tall 20x12cm

Palea 6x12cm

Palea
Candle holder



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti:
“Palea extends my nature 
inspired design to bigger 

candle holders”



Petals is an eye catching fruit bowl and table centerpiece made from recyclable plastic. The material 
is tactile and easy to use, maintaining its finish over time.

Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: white, dusty pink, turquoise
Size: 36x10cm

Small size: 28x7cm

Petals
Fruit bowl

Petals small
Fruit bowl



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: 
“Petals nurses fruit in nature’s own 

inspiring way”



This set of two metal coasters is certain to add elegance to table setting.
Leaf coasters look great when mixed and matched for an individual effect.

Designed by Emilia Hönö.

Colors: 24k gold, stainless steel, black chrome
Size: 15x9cm

Leaf
Coaster



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti:
“Palea extends my nature 
inspired design to bigger 

candle holders”.

Designer Emilia Hönö: 
“The Leaf shimmers beautifully 
in three metal shades and the 
diamond shape allows playing 
with different combinations“ 



Lily
Cake stand

Lily is a chic addition to your dinner setting or coffee 
table. The transparent plates reveal the delicate shape 
of the body.  Perfect for truffles, cupcakes  and other  

pastries.
Designed by Emilia Hönö.

Colors: 24k gold, stainless steel, copper
Size: 30x25cm



Designer Emilia Hönö: 
“Lily is a cake-stand designed 
to bring a touch of joyful 
elegance to your party! Fill it 
with treats to create a delicious 

centerpiece”



Treepot
Trivet

Treepot has the same distinctive design as the Tree24 
Christmas calendar, but as a trivet. Separate the two 
pieces to create a placement mat for your hot dishes.

Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: wood
Size: 27x22cm



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: 
“I wanted to combine two Christmas 
traditions into one; sharing treats 

and a table decoration”



Tree24 Christmas calendar is a reusable Christmas 
decoration that lasts from one holiday season to 

another. Place your favorite sweets inside.
Designed by Janne Uusi-Autti.

Colors: wood with white or red balls, transparent with 
white balls

Size: 50x58cm

Tree24
Christmas calendar



Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: 
“Tree24 is a delicate advent 
calendar solution that is 
suitable for modern christmas”
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